
 

WHAT MATTERS MOST 

Some reflec)ons on ending well, and what we pray will never end,  
offered on my father’s shloshim—the end of the mo< intense period of mourning.  

Rosh Hashanah I, 5784 – September 15, 2023 

I begin this sermon at my father’s desk, si5ng in the quiet of the house that for the pa9 week 
has overflowed with laughter and love, babka and broken sugar cookies, and whi?—the week 
before that—was filled with song and silence, babka and broken sugar cookies.   1

Everyone has leE. I feel compelled by an inexplicable force to sit in my father’s ?air, even 
though this runs counter to the halakha: we are to show respeG to our parents by leaving their 
seats empty—both in life and in death. You wouldn’t dare to sit on the king’s throne, or the 
President’s ?air in the Oval Office—so don’t disrespeG your parent by si5ng in his ?air 
either.  2

We all quietly intuited this throughout the week—even those who didn’t know the law avoided 
his ?air at the dining room table unless and unNl there were no other seats available. Once, 
unknowing, one of the liOle ones sat in the seat that I’m now in, and my girls, a few years older, 
rebuked them… Get out of Pop’s Cair! 

But I want to sit here. I want to feel the leather cushion that enfolded him every day, especially 
as he grew increasingly un9eady on his feet, and he’d land with a gentle, grateful thud into the 
welcoming embrace of the seat. 

His reading glasses re9 ju9 so, again9 the paT of Nssues to the right.  

I think of the endless hours my father spent here over the pa9 fiEeen years since he and my 
mother moved we9, pondering the mo9 advantageous ways to give, inve9 and save, thinking 
about how to delight, support and surprise his ?ildren and grand?ildren and ea? other.  

I think of the emails he would open ea? day on this desktop—his portal to the world leE 
behind when they moved here. Jokes from old college buddies, missives from his brother, 

 The doctor and my mother prohibited my father from eaNng cookies years ago, but my dad found a loophole in 1

broken cookies—which would otherwise go to waste. So for years we conspired to break all the cookies in the 
house whenever mom wasn’t looking.

 Rambam, Sefer ha-Mitzvos 211.20. Y.D. 240:2.2
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desperate, la9-gasp fundraising aOempts from his (blessedly) former poliNcal party, along with 
the mountain of IKAR emails that somehow always got one detail completely wrong, whi?—
believe me—our team always heard about… 

I look at the piles of unopened mail, remembering how ju9 a couple of weeks ago I found my 
father si5ng in this ?air, his hand trembling as he 9ruggled to open an envelope as if its 
contents held the answers to the great my9eries of the universe, when in faG it turned out to 
ju9 be a solicitaNon from the American Heart AssociaNon.  

I remember him si5ng here when Sami and I visited a few months ago, and he asked her to 
help him undo the clip on his fanny paT aEer his fingers had lo9 all agility. He was morNfied to 
realize ju9 how profoundly his body was betraying him.  

In this ?air, I can see him, I can smell traces of his aEer shave, I can almo9 tou? him. He’s so 
close to me… the line between death and life is so thin that for a moment I am certain it’s all an 
illusion and we are here and we are there, in this world and the next, all at the same Nme. And 
the only quesNon is whether or not we have the courage to admit that that’s the case.  

In shiva, the community is ?arged with creaNng a container to hold the grief of the aveilim, the 
mourners, as we begin the sacred work of recovery—trying to piece together the complexity, 
my9ery and someNmes maje9y of our loved ones’ lives. This work is a holy, collecNve 
excavaNon projeG, as we try—through 9orytelling, photos, hone9 recounNng—to bring baT 
into focus what came before the end, whether the end came abruptly and tragically, or aEer a 
prolonged decline.  

What we’ve experienced mo9 recently obviously leaves the 9ronge9 impression, and it takes a 
dedicated effort to dig beyond the dramaNc and someNmes traumaNc end to rediscover the 
essence of a person. InsNncNvely, we have to work our way baTward, whi? oEen means 
9arNng with repeated retellings of the end… in all its detail. Maybe you’ve experienced this 
yourselves. I have witnessed many aveilim tell and retell where they were when they received 
the phone call, when the illness took a turn, what the la9 weeks and final moments were like. 
This is part of the normal processing of traumaNc events… through repeNNon and 9orytelling, 
painful as it is, we assimilate the new informaNon and move closer to acceptance. It’s as if in 
order to make sense of a loved one’s life, we fir9 have to try to make sense of their death.  

Only then are we able to move baT in Nme. To remember, to recon9ruG, to reimagine a 
person. If we let them, friends, family, therapi9s, rabbis, community can be helpful in this 
process.  

But today, si5ng in my father’s ?air at the end of shiva, now deep in the work of remembering 
and recovering, I find myself drawn once again to the end. The va9ness of the experience. The 
holiness of it.  
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I am sNll working my way through the tangle of inputs, gathering sacred hints to try to 
under9and the complex puzzle of life and death, to draw meaning from the overwhelming mix 
of graNtude and sadness that I’m feeling. Ushering my father through his final days felt at once 
to be the mo9 singular and also mo9 universal human experience, when life unfolds as it 
should, according to the natural order of things. He lived 86 years full of laughter and love, joy 
and ang9, illness and recovery and illness again. This was not a cata9rophic loss, but a sad and 
beauNful and blessed one. And as Rosh Hashanah cuts short shloshim, the fir9 and mo9 
intense thirty days of mourning, I find myself on these Holy Days needing to think and speak 
with you, my beloved community, about the end. About the way we die, and what it says about 
who we are and what maOers mo9.  

So let’s talk about the end. 

I have shared with some of you the ?ance 9roke of blessing that landed me by my Grandma 
Millie’s side the la9 days of her life, years ago. I had flown down to Florida to see her aEer 
giving a talk in New York, and shortly aEer I arrived, she took a bad fall and broke her hip. The 
doGors insi9ed she needed surgery, despite my prote9aNons. (“She’s 98 years old. Is that really 
our only opNon?”) She came through the surgery, but was terribly weak. I spent two days 
holding her hand in the hospital and placing droplets of water on her dry lips, simultaneously 
morNfied and awed by her ?arming and vaguely inappropriate flirtaNons with the doGors. (She 
truly was herself unNl the very end.) She was deterioraNng quiTly, but the nurses and 
caregivers insi9ed on reassuring her. “Don’t worry, Mrs. Gordon,” they said. “You’ll be playing 
bridge again in no Nme.”  

I know the caregivers were only trying to comfort her. But I wanted to scream, “She is dying! 
Can’t we be hone9 with her?”  

So here’s a humbling irony: as a rabbi, it’s essenNally my job to help people confront their 
mortality so that we can live more meaningfully and purposefully with the Nme we have, a 
message I try to share with great urgency, the central theme of these holy days.  

And yet here I was, simultaneously aggrieved by the caregivers’ failure to be hone9 with my 
grandma, and terrified to do so myself.  

Dr. Atul Gawande once shared the 9ory of a palliaNve care speciali9, Susan BloT, who trains 
doGors to have hone9 conversaNons with paNents about end-of-life decisions and care.  BloT 3

has guided thousands through the harde9 conversaNons: “What are you living for? How do you 
want to spend whatever Nme you have leE?”  

 Atul Gawande, Le5ng Go, The New Yorker, July 26, 2010. 3
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But then BloT’s father, a University of California, Berkeley professor, was diagnosed with a mass 
growing on his spinal cord. She flew out to see him the night before his surgery, and they sat 
together and ?aOed before she said goodnight. She was driving away on the Bay Bridge when 
she realized that she—an expert in end-of-life conversaNons and care—had avoided talking to 
her own father about what really maOered to him. In desperaNon, she turned the car around 
and drove baT to the hospital. (I know this isn’t even possible, but I imagine a dramaNc U-turn 
on the Bay Bridge.)  

BloT raced baT up to her father’s room. Breathlessly, she asked him how mu? he was willing 
to go through to have a shot at 9aying alive, and what level of being alive was tolerable to him. 
Her father told her that as long as he could eat ?ocolate ice cream and wat? football on TV, 
he’d be willing to go through a lot of pain, but would want to live. She was a9onished . . . 
football? He had never, in her memory, wat?ed a single game. She learned so mu?, ju9 by 
asking and li9ening.  

But too oEen we don’t ask and we don’t li9en. We don’t want to force a confrontaNon with 
hard truths. As mu? as we dread receiving bad news, we really don’t want to bear it. Nobody 
wants to press someone who’s already suffering to reTon with the reality of imminent death.  

In9ead, we engage in a kind of collecNve magical thinking: if we don’t talk about it, maybe it 
won’t be real. Rather than confront the precariousness and preciousness of life, we avoid and 
we evade. But death is a part of life. It is normal. It happens to every single being.  

The dying person, deprived of the opportunity to speak hone9ly about what is happening, is 
not only denied agency in the end, but also denied our full presence as they go through what 
for many is the scarie9 experience of their lives.  

And it’s not only they—the dying—who lose in a culture that pathologizes death. We, who live, 
also lose, because death denial keeps us from fully engaging life. If we really knew how close we 
were to the edge, would we wa9e Nme with su? meaningless di9racNons? And even more 
concretely, death denial creates a spiritual s?ism between the bereaved—those forced to 
confront the reality of loss—and the community, precisely when community is mo9 needed.  

My grandma died on the third day aEer her fall. It was years ago now, but I sNll wish I had taken 
a U-turn on the Bay Bridge. I wish I had told her the truth about where this was heading, given 
her a ?ance to decide what her final hours might look like. To narrate her own closing ?apter 
in truth, rather than in a facade of normalcy. In9ead, I joined the ?orus of false hope. My fear 
got in the way of my love. 

When my father was diagnosed with an aggressive Parkinson’s three years ago, I was 
determined not to make the same mi9ake.  
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In9ead, I sat down with him when he was sNll fully possessing his faculNes. I took a deep breath 
and said: Dad, I hope you live a long )me. But this disease is a bea<. It creeps through the 
sy<em, and at some point it will deny you the ability to live independently and to communicate 
fully. I know this is hard, but I need to ask you now, while you’re s)ll fully here: What maSers 
mo< to you?  

He was not offended. To my surprise, he answered immediately, as if he, too, had been quietly 
considering this quesNon all along. He had two answers, whi? I share now with my family’s 
permission:  

1. He wanted to be at home, if at all possible. 
2. And he wanted to bring joy to my mother, his wife of more than 50 years.  

(The ice cream part was implied for my father, always.)  

This gave us some good data points. As hard as it would be to care for him at home, we knew 
we had to do what we could to provide it. That would require advanced planning, saving money, 
hiring caregivers, in9alling bars and ramps, and more.  

And he wanted not only to 9ay close to my mother, but to be able to give her joy. That would 
require a certain amount of agency, cogniNon and ability.  

I asked him this quesNon a couple of years ago, and then ?eTed baT every month since then, 
even up to a week before his death. Yes, those remained, for him, the two mo9 important 
things.  

Consi9ent with the broader culture, our healthcare sy9em—rooted in death denial—is biased 
toward longevity, not quality of life. In the words of palliaNve care expert Dr. BJ Miller—it is 
designed to center diseases, not the people living with and dying from them.  That’s how we 4

end up with co9ly, unnecessary and someNmes painful medical intervenNons to prolong life, 
rather than sensiNve, creaNve intervenNons to help a person live and die with some measure of 
agency and dignity. Desperate final hours are spent in the ER fighNng for a bed, rather than 
beside beloveds, singing, praying, whispering words of love and care.  

Two weeks before my father died, an infecNon coursed through his body. He—who had been 
here at Shabbat morning services ju9 two days earlier (and was called up for an aliyah!)—was 
now spiking a fever and had become so weak he could barely liE his head. AEer several 
sleepless, traumaNc nights in the hospital, he miraculously 9abilized, and it became clear that 
they needed the bed for paNents with more acute illness. While we remained concerned, we 

 See BJ Miller’s TED Talk: What Really MaSers at the End of Life. 4
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nevertheless gratefully returned home and began to plot gentle therapeuNc intervenNons. 
Maybe we had dodged a bullet. 

But that opNmism was short-lived. It was clear to me that my father was dying. His sy9ems 
were shu5ng down, and he was suffering.  

The Midrash  tells us that when it was Nme for Aaron to die, God longed to give him the ?ance 5

to prepare, to die on his own terms, but didn’t have the courage to share the sad news. God! So 
in9ead, the Holy One turned to Moses: "Do Me a favor and tell Aaron of his death; I am 
ashamed to do so myself."  

Moses had no ?oice but to comply. The Midrash says that he rose early in the morning and 
went to Aaron. As arwully and sensiNvely and lovingly as he could, one brother told the other 
that his end was near. Aaron's bones felt weak as he confronted the truth of his mortality. But in 
a final aG of agency, Aaron prepared himself for death, unNl a fog enveloped him and the Divine 
Presence (the Shekhinah) descended and kissed him, and he gently passed from this world.  

At one point, as my father’s condiNon worsened, we called the nurse, who told us: If you’re 
really concerned, call 911. Take him baY to Cedars. In a death denying health care sy9em, this 
really is the only answer. (As Shimon Peres famously said, if all you have is a hammer, you see 
the whole worlds as a nail.) We were clear that there would be no more ambulances, no more 
hospitals. But ?oosing not to go meant saying the quiet part out loud. We had to help him 
transiNon from this world with love.  

The move to hospice care was… transformaNve.  

As Dev, Mi?ael, my mom and I 9ood with my father at the precipice of life and death, I thought 
of Rabbi Yehudah haNasi, the great sage who suffered thirteen years of pain and anguish caused 
by kidney 9ones and scurvy.   6

The Talmud invites us right into his final moments.  Rabbi Yehudah is on his deathbed. He is 7

suffering. He is dying. But the Rabbis can’t bear to lose him. Caught in the grips of their own 
death denial, they decree that anyone who even dares to sugge9 “Rabbi is dying” will be 
9abbed with a sword. That’s how mu? they don’t want to confront the reality of this imminent 
loss.  

 Yalkut Shimoni, Hukkat 76.5

 Bava Metzia 85a.6

 Ketubot 104a.7
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They fa9. They pray fervently for God’s mercy: Please, let him live! They will not allow this great 
man to part from them. 

Rabbi has, by his side, a caregiver. She, too, wants Rabbi to live. But even as she prays, We’re not 
ready to lose him! Ju< give us a liSle more )me!, she perceives that he is being tugged between 
two realiNes, that the upper realms and the lower realms are compeNng for his soul.  

The more Nme the caregiver spends by Rabbi Yehudah haNasi’s side, the more she witnesses his 
suffering. Specifically, the Talmud tells us she sees how it pains him to go to the bathroom. She 
sees the exhausNon, the indignity. It is wren?ing.  

So again she prays, but this Nme, with a different intenNon: May it be Your will, she says, that 
Rabbi Yehudah is able to transi)on from this world peacefully.  

But the Rabbis are relentless. They won’t let him go! And their grasp on his soul, their refusal to 
give him permission to die, is keeping Rabbi suspended in an anguished limbo.  

So the caregiver takes maOers into her own hands. Climbing to the rooEop, she grasps a kuza, a 
ceramic jug, and throws it to the ground. The sound of broken poOery di9raGs the Rabbis for 
ju9 a brief moment… and as they gaze at the shards, Rabbi Yehudah’s soul ascends to the 
heavens. He has died. He is finally at peace. 

I love that the Rabbis’ profound misunder9anding of what is aGually needed—their selfish 
aOempts to hold their beloved tea?er in this world even when it was Nme for him to go—is 
recorded for all Nme… in the Rabbinic literature. And I love that it is an unnamed caregiver—a 
woman!—who truly under9ands what only God already knew: the mercy R’ Yehudah haNasi 
really needed was not prolonged life, but compassionate death. She only knew this by 9anding 
in the brea?. By paying aOenNon not to what she needed, but to what Rabbi’s soul needed.  

In a quiet moment, I shared this 9ory with my mother. It gave her comfort as we shiEed our 
own thinking—and our prayers, as we reoriented from medical-interven)ons-in-the-service-of-
death-avoidance to natural death to compassionate death. This gave us permission to hold my 
father with love and grant him release, rather than jealously scramble to hold every la9 second.  

The fir9 thing the hospice nurse told us embodies the torah of compassionate end of life care. 
“Take off the oximeter,” she said—referring to the me?anism we were ?eTing incessantly to 
gauge his oxygen and pulse. “Don’t look at the numbers, look at the person.” 

In compassionate care, we have two prioriNes:  

Fir9, we <rive to create the condi)ons for physical comfort.  
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We work to reduce suffering as mu? as possible. We make space for what Dr. Miller calls 
“primal sensorial delights”—in our case, my father was permiOed a reunion with his beloved ice 
cream—whi? had been deemed dangerous to his long term health but was pointless to deny 
him now. “Our goal,” the hospice team told us, “is no longer nutriNon or long term health. It’s 
sensory graNficaNon. If it makes him happy, give it to him.” It made him happy.  

And second, we create the condi)ons for spiritual comfort. 

Here our Jewish tradiNon meets and marries the hospice toolkit. About a decade ago, I met Dr. 
Ira Byock, another leading voice in hospice and palliaNve care. AEer traversing the final chapter 
with thousands of dying people and their families, he idenNfied what he calls The Four Things 
That MaSer Most.  I have shared this with many of you over the years: 8

Please forgive me.  
I forgive you.  
Thank you.  
I love you. 

Of course, ByoT explains that the four things apply all the Nme, not only when death is 
imminent. But I realized that they happen to embody the very essence of our somewhat 
impenetrable deathbed vidui, or confessional, the final words our tradiNonal liturgy guides us to 
impart before we die, or on behalf of the dying. The goal is grace. Wonder. Spiritual connecNon. 
Soul preparedness.  

So some years ago, I aOempted a new liturgy, simple and accessible, that interweaves ByoT’s 
wisdom with our ancient Jewish wisdom.  It gives us words when there are no words. It 9

supports us in overcoming the deeply embedded cultural urge to hide, deny and repress, and 
instead helps us embrace our vulnerability. It reminds us that for all that we can’t control, we 
can choose forgiveness, we can thank, and we can love. 

This liturgy—whi? our family said over and over for the full week my father was in hospice care
—allowed us to embrace those final moments with tender, open hearts.  

Of course, even thinking about “ending well” is a privilege. There are sudden losses that tear us 
from our loved ones with no ?oice and no mercy. I am deeply humbled by the unthinkable 
tragedies some in this room have had to endure. Geographical and emoNonal di9ance also 
someNmes preclude the possibility of sacred accompaniment. And of course, in ju9 the pa9 

 See Ira Byock’s Four Things that MaSer Most.8

 A Prayer for Release: Vidui and Verses 9
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few weeks, we witnessed the convulsions of human hearta?e rippling from Maui to Morocco 
and Libya, whole worlds turned upside down with no glimmer of agency or grace. 

Even sNll, there is a movement to rethink and ulNmately redesign how we talk about death, and 
how we die. What does it mean to bring hone9y and agency into the death experience, when 
we are able? To shiE from a medical mindset to a compassion mindset? To talk about and live by 
what truly maOers mo9? These are quesNons I think we all mu9 take seriously. 

In his dying days, as we sat quiet vigil in my parents’ house, I held three books in my hands: one 
to review the halakhot of death and mourning, one to contemplate the ancient wisdom of 
consolaNon, from Mi?ael IgnaNeff, and the 9unning, poeNc memoir of Elizabeth Alexander, 
wriOen aEer the sudden, tragic death of her beloved four days aEer his 50th birthday. Hour to 
hour, I carried these three books wherever I went. I’ve already told you that I’m a person who 
li9ens to mindfulness podca9s on Nme and a half. I’m always accepNng inputs. Always trying to 
learn something new, especially before the holidays, when the heart and mind are mo9 ferNle. 

But as the hours passed, I could not bring myself to open any of the books anymore. In9ead, on 
his la9 day, as shabbat drew to a close, I took my shiE, alone by his side, leaning into the 
wisdom of John Tarrant, a psy?otherapi9 and Zen Buddhi9 tea?er, who writes that: 
“ASen)on is the mo< basic form of love. Through it we bless and are blessed.” I ju9 sat there, 
holding his hand and wat?ing. And I found that there was nothing in the world that maOered 
more to me than my father’s breath. I took note of every different kind of breath: the short, 
quiT, paniTed breaths, the deep, agonizing, breathless breaths, the uneven breaths that 
seemed out of sequence altogether—three quiT breaths in a row followed by 18 or 19 seconds
—an eternity!—with no breath at all.  

In those sacred moments, it was clear: there truly was no greater giE I could give my father, 
nothing I could do to thank him or repay him for a lifeNme of love and kindnesses, for his 
protecNon and worry, his plo5ng and 9rategizing and endless care… other than simply give him 
my fulle9 aOenNon. And that’s exaGly what I did. For hours.  

According to Jewish tradiNon, when someone is dying, we open a window—a signal to the soul 
that there’s a way out, that we are granNng our release when the Nme comes. In that room, we 
opened a sliding door, but to honor his privacy, we closed the blinds over the door. At one point 
in that Nmeless bedside vigil, that deep presence, a gentle breeze blew into the room and 
billowed the blinds, and at the very same moment, the small reading light ju9 over his head 
fliTered. And ju9 then, he—who had been completely non-responsive for two days—squeezed 
my hand with all his might.  

I knew exaGly what was happening. Like Rabbi Yehudah haNasi, the upper realms and the lower 
realms were compeNng for RiT Brous. His soul was ready to depart his body—this body that 
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had served him well for so many years, but in the la9 few had proven unfit for his giant spirit. 
His soul was ready to go, but he remained so tethered to this world that he was pulling baT, 
pulling baT. Ju9 another day with mom, ju9 another moment with the grandkids. It was a 
gentle, extended liminality—he was fully and completely between worlds… ben hashmashot, 
ju9 like the sabbath itself: it was no longer day, but not yet night. He was here and he was 
there, all at once.  

The re9 of the family came into the room. We recited the vidui once again, singing together the 
words we’ll repeat next week on Yom Kippur: ashamnu, bagadnu, gazalnu. Please forgive, we 
said. I forgive you. Thank you. With love, we release you.  

And moments later, as the sky blaTened, we sang Havdalah by the bedside: we bless you, God, 
for disNnguishing between light and dark, holy and mundane… between life and death. And 
then my father—beauNful and brilliant, 9rong and certain—breathed his la9 breath and went 
gently into the night.  

I have seen many beauNful things in my life. None of them mat? what I experienced at my 
father’s burial, when my whole family, aEer placing earth on his coffin, found we ju9 couldn’t 
9ep baT from the graveside. In9ead, we sat down on the grass, singing Eil Norah Alilah and 
crying. At some point I looked up to see hundreds of you… hundreds!... lining up in the 103 
degree heat out in Simi Valley to place earth on my father’s grave with your own hands. This 
community showed my family the full force of its love that day, and all throughout shiva—you 
blessed us with your presence and care and I will never forget it.  

Some of you were with us on the la9 night. I shared a 9ory from my fir9 year of rabbinical 
s?ool, when we spent weeks 9udying a complex mahloket, dispute, in the Talmud, only for it 
to end, abruptly and unsaNsfyingly, with one word: teiku.  

Teiku means that the quesNon remains unanswered. There’s no clear conclusion because the 
dispute, as some say, is not only unresolved, but perhaps unresolvable. My hevruta, a second 
career rabbinical 9udent (he called himself “a recovering aOorney”), was enraged. He slammed 
the book on the table in fru9raNon!  

I knew this would infuriate my father too… pragmaN9 that he was. I remember calling him to 
share, ?iding him a bit that I had ?osen a path that would lead me on a lifelong inquiry with 
no clear resoluNon, ever. And it did drive him nuts. But it delighted me. I loved and I love the 
idea of a conversaNon that is not yet over. That will never end.  

Some of you have told me that you speak with your deceased parents or spouse or ?ildren 
every day. Some sNll fight with your loved ones who have died, some ask for advice, some share 
deepe9 secrets, maybe even more so now that they are beyond this world. 
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My father did not believe in any of that. He thought it was magical thinking. Ju9 because it 
might make us feel beOer does not make it true. 

But as I sit in my father’s ?air, elbows resNng on the armre9 ju9 so… I can tell you that it’s my 
truth.  

This 9ory is not nearly over. It’s ju9 now taking a different form. And I—grateful for the grace 
afforded to us in being able to usher him to a compassionate end—will live the re9 of my life 
knowing that there really is no end, ju9 new ways to find him, forever. 
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